Driving and Parking Directions to the UCLA Anderson School of Management
2017 Spring MBA Career Fair
Wednesday, April 26, 2017

FROM THE 405/SAN DIEGO FREEWAY:

- If taking the 405 freeway South from the San Fernando Valley, exit toward Sunset Boulevard East, turn left onto Church Lane, and turn left again at Sunset Boulevard.
- If taking the 405 freeway North from LAX/Westside, exit toward Sunset Boulevard East.
- Proceed east on Sunset about 1.5 miles to the Sunset and Westwood Plaza entrance of campus. Turn right onto Westwood Plaza and proceed forward past the stop lights and down into Parking structure 4 (P4 — which is underground).

  **If you are taking a taxi to the campus, please ask to be dropped off at the left side of the circle as you enter Westwood Plaza.**

- Upon entering the parking structure, the kiosk will be on your left-hand side. Tell the parking attendant that you have courtesy parking and that you are here for the “UCLA Anderson Career Fair.” You will receive a parking permit and then be directed to the designated parking area.
- Take one of several exit tower stairs/elevators in the parking garage to the Plaza ground lever.
- Follow the path with red arrows, as indicated in the map above to the UCLA Anderson complex, a series of red brick buildings labeled A – F above (there will also be signs posted.) Parker CMC Team Members will also be available to direct and assist you with your luggage/materials.
- Walk up the large staircase between buildings B and C to the Marion Anderson Courtyard. Turn right to Entrepreneurs Hall, building “C”, identified in blue on the map above.
- Enter Entrepreneurs Hall to check in for the event. Check-in will be at Level 3 by Korn Auditorium foyer (go up the main stairs in building “C” and then turn left.)

**Please call (310) 825-3325** if you need additional assistance and directions to our office.